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â€ƒCy Tymony, author of the best-selling Sneaky Uses series, brings his unique, fun hands-on

learning approach to all things math.â€ƒMany people fear math and numbers, even Barbie, who

famously said "Math class is tough" in her controversial 1992 talking doll version. But in Sneaky

Math, Cy Tymony takes tough and turns it into triumph. He shows us how math is all around us

through intriguing and easy projects, including 20 pass-along tools to complement math education

programs.â€ƒThe book is divided into seven sections:â€ƒ1. Fundamentals of Numbers and

Arithmeticâ€ƒ2. Algebra Primerâ€ƒ3. Geometry Primerâ€ƒ4. Trigonometry Primerâ€ƒ5. Calculus

Primerâ€ƒ6. Sneaky Math Challenges, Tricks, and Formulasâ€ƒ7. Resources
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Oh boy, remember those days of sweating it out in math class and the frustrations of sitting at the

kitchen table and trying to figure out your math homework so you wouldn't get in trouble the next

day at school? Can you recall the frustrations and anxieties? The zombie-like parents that tried to

help you out of your math quandary? And yes, they really did try to help you. The expensive and

often ineffective tutors that came and went? And the incessant

staying-after-school-to-get-extra-help-days because math made little sense to you and you wanted

to show both your teacher and your parents that you were at least trying? Oh and who can forget

those boring drills and piled-on problem-solving questions that only added to your stress right? "You

can't do this math?....ha ha ha...let's give you more to do.... that will fix your problem...good luck with

it."Well Cy Tymony's creative brain has designed a book that might just turn all that



math-chaos-in-your-brain totally around. The primer is practical, full of fun activities, and begs you to

get involved. The hands-on approach will win you over and even help you remember how math

works while truly enjoying the experience! It is a modern day math miracle that your kid's need to

discover.These easy to make projects help you understand math concepts with ease and with

understanding. You can file them away and call them forth for future use when needed.Remember

these concepts from school? I bet you don't...

Title: Sneaky Math: A Graphic Primer with ProjectsAuthor: Cy TymonyPublisher: Andrews McMeel

Publishing, LLCISBN: 978-1-4494-4520-1â€œInstead of pages and pages of history and theory that

you canâ€™t relate to, 'Sneaky Math' is a graphics-filled primer with easy-to-make projects designed

for maximum clarity and accessibility,â€• Cy Tymony writes in the introduction to his book.Part of the

Sneaky series that covers nine topics to date, this one hundred and ninety-two page paperback

targets those interested in learning shortcuts and tips to better understanding the basics of algebra,

geometry, trigonometry, and calculus by using everyday items. With black and white sophomoric

drawings and illustrations, it would be geared toward high school aged individuals and

homeschoolers.Divided into five sections dedicated to mathematics, it begins with elementary

concepts of arithmetic and algebra as it advances to formulas, theorems, and calculus, ending with

scientific calculators. The reference material includes modern math notables, recommended books

and websites, a glossary, and a math conversion chart.Often depicting a male and female head

shot speaking in a cartoon bubble, one can learn a simplistic way of adding, subtracting, dividing, or

multiplying numbers. Containing projects for the reader to make under each section, there are

drawings and a list of supplies needed with instructions on assembly with added visuals.Including

fifteen total do-it-yourself projects, three are dedicated to arithmetic, four for algebra, five for

geometry/trigonometry, two for pre-calculus, and a bonus one regarding integral math.
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